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Executive Content: information Report ctor 262

(U) Alternative Analysis: Potential Scenarios for Reactions of Domestic
Violent Extremists to a Disputed 2020 US Presidential Election Result
(U/AEES} An alternative analysis exercise by FBI Boston identified four potential scenarios for domestic violent
extremist (OVE) reactions inthe event ofa disputed 2020 US presidential lectionresult and assessed the
Scenario of “High Willingness to Take Acton, Low Capability” 5 the most plausible.The exercise concluded that
OVE capabilties and willingness o take action likely would driv thle reactions ta disputed election resut,
compounded with underlying grievances related 10 COVID-19
mitigation measures and racial justice tensions. Under this
ternative analy, law enforcement preemption and lackof
Coordination betwen DVES likely would hinder widespread
violence, though DVEs engaging in uncoordinated acts of
violence remain a threat. In August 2020, £8 noted tht few bs
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